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Abstract. We present the results of a detailed morpho-
logical analysis of ten starburst galaxies selected from the
Markarian catalog of uv-excess objects. CCD surface pho-
tometry of these galaxies was carried out based on obser-
vations made in B, V (Johnson) and R, I (Kron-Cousins)
band passes. We present the radial variations of surface
brightness, ellipticity, position angle and the colour indices
for each galaxy obtained using ellipse fitting isophotal
analysis. The residual images constructed for extracting
the fine structure are also presented. A variety of morpho-
logical types are found to host the starburst phenomenon.
The star formation activity is not confined to the nuclear
region alone, but it also occurs at various locations in the
galaxy and is seen as clumpy regions. The colour index
and the residual images are used for deriving information
about the sites of enhanced star formation activity and
the triggers of the starburst. The luminosity profiles show
an exponential behaviour in the outer region. The disk
scale lengths and the half-light radii are derived. The con-
tribution of the burst component has been estimated and
the colours of the burst component are presented. Strong
isophotal twisting is detected in all the S0 and E galax-
ies: Mrk 1002, Mrk 1308 and Mrk 14, in the sample. This
is accompanied by boxiness in some cases, suggesting that
a merger is responsible for the starburst activity in these
galaxies. In case of isolated spirals, a bar or a central oval
distortion appear to be the likely trigger for the starburst.
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1. Introduction

The term “starburst” was first coined by Weedman
(1973) to describe galaxies experiencing episodes of star
formation that are too intense to be sustained over the
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lifetime of the galaxy. These bursts of star formation
produce 107 − 109 M� of OB stars (Balzano 1983) which
are the dominant source of the galaxy’s luminosity. Since
OB stars emit copiously in the ultraviolet, many starburst
galaxies were detected in Markarian et al. (1979) survey
of uv-excess objects and references therein. These lists
form one of the largest databases of optically selected
starburst galaxies. Huchra (1977) conducted a detailed
aperture photometric study of a large number of these
galaxies. A spectrophotometric survey was conducted
by Balzano (1983) wherein she studied the spectra of
the nuclear regions in the starburst galaxies. Larson &
Tinsley (1978) were the first to put forward the idea that
”bursts of star formation” could be triggered by tidal
forces in interacting galaxies. Combes et al. (1990) showed
that in the presence of non-axisymmetric potentials like
bars or companions, gravitational torques are capable of
driving the gas in a galaxy into the central regions. This
gas may pile-up at the ILR, if it is present or proceed
right up to the nuclear region where it may fragment to
form ring-shaped or nuclear starbursts. Interactions may
also induce extranuclear starbursts as is seen in the Hα
imaging study of Garcia-Barreto et al. (1996).

Dynamical disturbances experienced by the galaxy are
reflected in the morphology of the galaxy in the form
of peculiar structures. Tidal tails, bridges, asymmetric
outer envelopes are some manifestations of the perturb-
ing processes (Combes 1987 and references therein). These
disturbances are possible triggers of the starburst phe-
nomenon. Interactions, mergers and the presence of a bar
were proposed as the most likely triggers for the starburst.
However, it has been observed that a few starburst galax-
ies show neither visible signs of disturbances in the form
of peculiar morphologies nor the presence of a bar in their
direct images. A detailed study of the underlying galaxy
is especially important in such cases to probe the cause of
the starburst. An inspection of the Markarian sample of
starburst galaxies reveals that though the starburst phe-
nomenon is predominantly found in spiral galaxies, it is
not confined to spirals alone and the sample contains a
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Table 1. Sample of starburst galaxies

GALAXY α δ TYPEa Distance exposure time (minutes) ellipticity inc PA
(2000) (2000) Mpc B V R I ◦ ◦

Mrk 14 08:10:59.1 72:47:41 S0? 42 23 11 8 10 0.2 41 165
Mrk 87 08:21:41.2 73:59:23 SB0/a 37 50 6 6 6 0.5 65.5 60
Mrk 213 12:31:20.5 57:57:47 SBa 42 25 12 11 11 0.6 72.5 141
Mrk 363 01:50:58.0 21:59:50 Scp 39 17 6 6 5.3 0.25 45.5 171
Mrk 449 13:11:30.8 36:16:52 Sap 15 15 7.5 7.5 10 0.7 80 82
Mrk 743 11:38:12.9 12:06:43 E0p 13 13.3 7.5 7 6 - - -
Mrk 781 12:53:50.7 09:42:33 SBc 37 13.3 10 8.6 6 0.1 30 35
Mrk 1002 01:37:17.5 05:52:38 E1 42 20 9.16 5 5 0.26 46 163
Mrk 1308 11:54:12.2 00:08:11 S0 14 13.3 7.5 6 8 0.1 30 20
Mrk 1379 14:17:40.3 -07:25:03 SBbc dbl 37 16.6 6 6 8.6 0.45 61.5 51

a Markarian catalogue (downloaded from CDS).

large number of S0 and elliptical galaxies, in addition to
the ones that show too peculiar a morphology to be clas-
sified properly. A morphological study of a sample of star-
burst galaxies through several spectral bands is expected
to help shed some light on the conditions leading to the
onset of a starburst and the environment of the underlying
galaxies. The general structure of the underlying galaxy
can be studied through techniques like ellipse fitting. This
technique is especially useful in studying isophotal twists,
the presence of bars, rings, shells, etc. in the galaxy. In re-
cent years, studies conducted by Wozniak et al. (1995) and
Jungwiert et al. (1997) on samples of spiral galaxies using
this technique have been useful in detecting underlying
structures like oval distortions, shells, rings and hitherto
undetected bars. This technique can be used to study the
starburst galaxies in a similar manner. The fine structure
extracted from the isophotal analysis can be interpreted to
give valuable information about the underlying galaxy and
the nature of the disturbances experienced by it (Kenney
et al. 1996). In the present study, a sample of starburst
galaxies was observed in BV RI bands and we present re-
sults on ten galaxies.

2. Observations and data reduction

The sample presented in this paper is a part of a sam-
ple of starburst galaxies selected from the Markarian cat-
alog. Galaxies with mv brighter than 14.m5 and angular
sizes greater than 30′′ were selected. No consideration was
made for any particular morphological type and the sam-
ple is unbiased towards the morphology of the galaxy. In
this paper, results based on the photometric studies of ten
galaxies from the sample are presented. These ten galaxies
are listed in Table 1, along with their coordinates, morpho-
logical types, distances (H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1 has been
adopted throughout), total exposure times in each band,
the derived ellipticity, inclination and position angle.

The observations were made at the Cassegrain focus
of the 1.2 m Gurushikhar telescope employing a thinned

back illuminated Tektronix 1024×1024 CCD chip. The ob-
servations were carried out under photometric conditions
with typical seeing of 1.5′′. Binning of 2×2 was employed
before recording the images to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio of the measurements and keeping in mind the data
storage requirements. The final resolution was 0.′′634/pixel
which is sufficient to sample the PSF appropriately. The
field of view provided by the chip was 5.′2×5.′2. Broad
band Johnson’s B and V and Kron-Cousin’s R and I fil-
ters were used. About 3−4 exposures were taken in each of
the photometric bands. The galaxy Mrk 87 was observed
during two runs as the signal in the B band was found to
be inadequate after the first observing run. Twilight flats
were taken and median filtered to construct the master
flats. The data was reduced using IRAF1 on the IBM-6000
RISC system at PRL, Ahmedabad. Standard procedures
of bias subtraction, flat-fielding and cosmic ray removal
were done on the raw images. For the photometric cali-
brations of the BV RI images, stars from Landolt (1992)
were observed. The photometry of the standard stars was
carried out using the DAOPHOT task in IRAF. Twenty
standard stars from Landolt having 8.m0 < V < 15.m0 and
−0.20 < B−V < +1.00 were observed. Instrumental mag-
nitudes were converted to standard magnitudes using the
following equations obtained after a least squares fitting.

(B − V ) = (b− v)− 0.48
(V −R) = 1.05(v − r) − 0.18 + 0.05(B − V )
(R − I) = 0.94(r− i) + 0.36 + 0.04(V −R)

where lower cases denote instrumental values and upper
cases correspond to the standard values. All the magni-
tudes and colours presented in this paper are in the B and
V Johnson’s and R and I Kron Cousin’s system which is
similar to the one used by Landolt to obtain the magni-
tudes and colours for the standard stars in his catalogue.

1 IRAF is distributed by National Optical Astronomy
Observatories, which is operated by the Association of
Universities Inc. (AURA) under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation, U.S.A.
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Corrections for airmass were applied using the coefficients
obtained from the transformation equations. The typical
errors in the transformed magnitudes are 0.03 in B, 0.03
in V , 0.02 in R and 0.04 in I. The galaxy images were
shifted and co-added to improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio. The sky background was computed from the mode of
the histogram of the image. The field of view was large
enough compared to the program galaxies so that the his-
tograms were sky dominated. The galaxy images were sky
subtracted and subsequently scaled for 1 second exposure.

3. Photometric accuracy

In our final images, the noise per pixel has a standard devi-
ation that corresponds to 24.5, 23.9, 23.8 and 23.0 mag/′′2

in B, V , R and I respectively. We used published aper-
ture photometry data compiled by Prugniel & Heraudeau
(1998) to test the accuracy of our values. Synthetic aper-
ture photometry was carried out on the galaxies for which
aperture photometry data exists in the literature and the
results of the comparison are presented in Table 2. Our
values agree very well with the values derived by other
workers for most of the galaxies confirming the accuracy
of our photometry. Our values for Mrk 14 and Mrk 87 are
brighter as compared to the values obtained by Huchra.
In case of Mrk 87, the difference is nearly the same within
the limits of the errors and is most probably a result of
an error in the determination of the zero-point for this ob-
servation. Mrk 213, Mrk 781 and Mrk 1379 were observed
on the same night as Mrk 14. If the discrepancy in our
values and those of Huchra would have been the result of
an error in the zero-point determined from the transfor-
mations, the same systematic error would also have ap-
peared for the other galaxies observed on the same night.
However, no such effect is seen. Secondly, our values are
brighter than those quoted in the literature which rules
out inadequate exposure time as a cause of the discrep-
ancy. Therefore, the difference appears to be genuine. One
probable explanation for this could be a variability in the
output luminosity of this source. Optical variability may
be expected in young starbursts due to the appearance
of supernovae (Terlevich 1992). In CCD photometry, the
center of the galaxy can be determined with an accuracy
of about one-tenth of an arcsec, while it is not possible to
do so in aperture photometry. Small centering errors can
also give rise to a discrepancy between the magnitudes de-
rived from CCD and from aperture photometry, especially
for small apertures.

4. Surface photometry

A direct inspection of the broad band images and the con-
tour maps shows that many of these galaxies exhibit mor-
phological peculiarities. To conduct a spatially resolved

Table 2. Comparison with aperture photometry from the
literature

Galaxy aperture our values literature reference
Mrk ′′ V B − V V B − V
14 15 14.67 0.42 14.81 0.42 H

29 14.27 0.50 14.53 0.42 H
87 15 14.42 0.80 14.53 0.86 H

29 13.81 0.84 14.00 0.93 H
57 13.16 0.81 13.35 0.90 H

213 57 12.83 0.58 12.80 0.62 H
363 24 14.02 0.53 14.03 0.57 H

38 13.86 0.54 13.87 0.57 H
449 81 12.97 0.66 12.99 0.66 H
743 23 13.82 0.34 13.95 0.34 M
1308 17 14.11 0.40 14.19 0.40 HM

24 13.85 0.46 13.86 0.51 HM
1379 15.4 13.6 0.61 13.67 0.58 GHJ

26.8 13.21 0.63 13.44 0.65 ARK
30 13.13 0.63 13.16 0.61 GRI
37 13.01 0.64 13.02 0.63 GRI

39.6 12.97 0.64 13.03 0.62 GHJ
67.3 12.62 0.63 12.68 0.61 GHJ

H: Huchra (1977); M: Mc Clure & van den Bergh (1968);
HM: Humay & Maza (1987); GHJ: Griersmith et al. (1982);
ARK: Arkhipova (1982); GRI: Griersmith (1980).

study of the stellar populations and the distribution of
dust, we constructed (B−V ), (V −R) and (B− I) colour
maps. The colour maps were constructed after matching
the PSFs in the two bands to avoid artefacts. This was
achieved by degrading the better of the PSFs in the two
bands by using a Gaussian smoothing filter. The colour
maps thus obtained were examined to identify features
like star forming regions, dust lanes, etc. and study their
photometric properties and locations with respect to the
underlying galaxy. See Figs. 1a-j. Grey scales have been
chosen to maximize the contrast over the range of colour
indices.

The surface brightness distribution and the variation
of the position angle and ellipticity of the isophotes of
each galaxy were obtained using the ISOPHOTE package
within STSDAS2. Ellipses were fit to the galaxy images in
all the four pass bands after masking out any foreground
stars. The ellipse fitting was done using the algorithm pro-
posed by Jedrejewski (1987). The deviation of an isophote
from a perfect elliptical shape can be estimated by ex-
panding the difference in intensity between the isophote
and the corresponding fitted ellipse as a Fourier series
in the eccentricity anomaly along the isophote. A nega-
tive coefficient B4 of the cos(4φ) term indicates boxiness
while a positive coefficient indicates the presence of a disk.
Though this technique was initially used in the analysis of
elliptical galaxies, in recent years, it has been successfully
used in identifying structures like bars, isophotal twists,
dust lanes, etc. in disk galaxies also (Wozniak et al. 1995;

2 The Space Telescope Science Data Analysis System
STSDAS is distributed by the Space Telescope Science
Institute.
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MRK 14
———— 10

00

Fig. 1. a) Clockwise from top left, the B and I band isophotes, the residual image and the (B − I) image. The contours are
plotted between 19− 23 mag/′′2 at intervals of 0.5 mag/′′2 for the B band and between 17− 22 mag/′′2 with the same interval
for the I band. The same order is followed in the figures a) to j). For (B− I) images, dark is blue and white is red. For Mrk 87,
the B and I images are presented instead of the isophotes to depict the inner ring clearly. North is at the the top and east is
to the left. Residual images in the R band are given only for those galaxies which show some fine structure
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MRK 87
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Fig. 1. b) continued

Wozniak & Pierce 1991). Analysis of a sample of MBG
starbursts has been carried out by Barth et al. (1995)
using ellipse fitting techniques. Non-circular motions of
the gas increase the rate of collisions, as well as the ra-
dial transport of gas to the galactic center and are seen
as isophotal twists. Scoville & Hersh (1979) suggest that
this mechanism could be responsible for enhancing the gas
density in the nucleus and triggering star formation there.
Generally, all the parameters of the ellipses, viz ellipticity,
position angle and center, were allowed to vary. However,
in Mrk 743, which shows a double nucleus, the center was
kept fixed at a value derived from the outermost isophotes.

Ellipses were fit right up to the central pixel in all cases ex-
cept in Mrk 743 due to its double nucleus and in Mrk 363
which does not show a well defined nucleus in the B band.
For these galaxies, the minimum radius of fitting was de-
cided on the basis of the extent of the central structure.
The results of the ellipse fitting viz. the radial variation
of the surface brightness, the ellipticity (e) and the posi-
tion angle (PA) are presented in Figs. 2a-i. The variation
in colour is presented in Figs. 3a-j. From the ellipticity
of the outermost fitted isophotes, we derive the angle of
projection of the galaxy on the plane of the sky using the
equation given by Tully (1988).
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Fig. 1. c) continued

i = cos−1

{
(b/a)2 − 0.22

1− 0.22

}1/2

+ 3◦

e = 1− b

a
·

The results are tabulated in Table 1. The total light
enclosed within the isophote at 24, 23.5, 23.5 and 22.5
mag/′′2 in the B, V , R and I images respectively, was

used to determine mB, mV , mR and mI by summing over
the light in the fitted elliptical annuli. The magnitudes de-
rived in this manner and colour indices for each galaxy are
presented in Table 3. along with the spatial distribution
of the starburst.

In order to identify non axisymmetric structure and
other small scale features, unsharp masked images were
constructed for each galaxy. For this, we produced models
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MRK 363
———— 10
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Fig. 1. d) continued

for the smooth light distribution of the galaxies in each
band pass using the parameters derived from the isopho-
tal analysis. This smoothed image was subtracted from
the original image, to produce a residual image with en-
hanced features not apparent in the direct images. Such
fine structure provides a wealth of information about the
processes at play in the galaxy. We detect complex fine

structure most prominently in the galaxies Mrk 1002, Mrk
363 and Mrk 213. For a detailed discussion refer to Sect. 4.
Schweizer & Seitzer (1988, 1992) quantify such fine struc-
ture in E and S0 galaxies that are believed to be induced
by mergers. Simulations by Hernquist (1992, 1993), also
predict features like boxy isophotes and X-shaped fine
structure for merger products.
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Fig. 1. e) continued

5. Notes on individual galaxies

1. Mrk 14: This galaxy has been classified as likely to be
an S0 by Huchra (1977), while it forms a part of the sam-
ple of distant irregulars in a study conducted by Hunter
& Gallagher (1986). The contours in the outer regions
look disturbed. See Figs. 1a and 2a. The ellipticity pro-
files show a complex structure. Ellipticity is highest (≈0.3)
in the central region in all the filters. It drops to a value
of 0.1 at 9′′. Beyond 9′′ the ellipticity rises again, show-
ing a number of peaks before reaching a value of 0.2 in
the outermost region. The isophotes show a continuous
twist (40◦) from the central to the outer regions. The con-
tours in the inner 8′′ show a boxy nature while beyond
10′′ they become pointy as is seen from the negative and
the positive values respectively of the coefficient B4 of the
cos(4φ) term depicted in Fig. 4. Keel & van Soest (1992)
find no candidate companions near this galaxy. The only
significant feature in the colour maps is the blue nucleus
(Fig. 1a). The (B − I) colour map does not show any
features like dust lanes which can be responsible for the

strong isophotal twist. The variation of the colour indices,
(V −I), (B−R) and (B−V ) with distance from the center
are shown in Fig. 3. On the whole, the colours get redder
outwards. A sharp change is seen in the inner 8′′. (B−V )
changes steeply from 0.15 to 0.75 in this region. Beyond
this, the change is more gradual. The residual image con-
structed with the model light distribution subtracted from
the direct image fails to reveal any other structure besides
a bright nuclear region. A strong isophotal twist and box-
iness of the isophotes are indicative of possible interaction
in the past. Similar inferences have been drawn by Nieto &
Bender (1989) and Bender & Möllenhoff (1987) for other
early-type galaxies. This is the most likely cause for trig-
gering the central starburst in Mrk 14. Besides interactions
in the past, an alternative scenario has been suggested
by the referee which is also capable of explaining the ob-
served features like the peak in ellipticity, the isophotal
twisting and boxiness. He suggests that the above features
could also arise from a triaxial bulge remnant of a bar de-
stroyed by the gas accumulation in the nucleus. For such a
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MRK 743 ———– 10
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Fig. 1. f) continued

scenario, the colour gradients can be explained by the star
formation that occurred during the gas inflow, the twist-
ing of isophotes could be due to the triaxial bulge and the
boxiness as well as the ellipticity peak could be a signature
of the now disappeared bar. Hence, the observed features
in Mrk 14 could be expected to arise either as a result of a
past interaction or the formation of a triaxial bulge from
a bar due to mass inflow towards the center.

2. Mrk 87: This is an example of a ringed galaxy. It shows
a bright nucleus and a bar surrounded by an inner ring.
The nucleus, the bar and the inner ring appear promi-
nently in the B band image. Towards longer wavelengths,
the light distribution becomes smoother (Fig. 1b). A com-
panion is situated to the NE of Mrk 87. The central regions
seem to be disturbed due to the presence of dust as indi-
cated by the filter dependent behaviour of the ellipticity
and the position angle in the inner 5′′ in Fig. 2b. Beyond
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MRK 781 —— 10
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Fig. 1. g) continued

5 ′′, the behaviour is similar in all filters. The ellipticity
profiles show a slight discontinuity at 8′′. Between 5′′ and
10′′, the position angle in nearly constant at 75◦ and then
slowly changes by 15◦ before reaching the final value of
60◦. The presence of the blue ring is also clearly seen in
Fig. 3 at 24′′. Rings of stars and gas are often seen in
barred spiral galaxies. They are believed to be formed by
gas accumulation at the bar’s Lindblad resonances. They
are blue in colour and are the sites of enhanced star for-

mation (Buta 1986). Arsenault (1989) has shown that the
bar and ring features occur with a higher frequency in
starburst galaxies as compared to normal galaxies.

3. Mrk 213: This is a barred spiral galaxy. A faint arm
is seen emerging from the south-eastern end and curving
around towards the north-western side where it is attached
to an almost stellar condensation. The contour plots
(Fig. 1c) clearly show that the contours in the inner re-
gions have a position angle different from that of the outer
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Fig. 1. h) continued

region. The contours in the central region appear ellipti-
cal. A very bright, saturated star is present at 58′′ from
the center of the galaxy. This star was first masked out
before starting the ellipse fitting procedure. The ellipticity
profiles show a peak at 4′′. Beyond this, the ellipticity falls
and then rises again to the disk ellipticity of about 0.5. The
position angle curves show a nearly constant value in the
inner 8′′ . We attribute these features to the presence of a

nuclear bar in the central region. Such nuclear bars have
been detected by Jungwiert et al. (1997) and references
therein and Wozniak et al. (1995) in a number of disk
galaxies. These bars are believed to be an efficient mech-
anism for driving gas into the nuclear region and fueling
the starburst. The position angle changes by 25◦ between
8′′ and 10′′ (Fig. 2c). A dust lane starts from the nu-
cleus, curves around it before proceeding towards the NW
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MRK 1308
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Fig. 1. i) continued
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Fig. 1. j) continued

direction. The residual maps also show the signature of
the bar in the form of a linear structure in the central
region (see Fig. 1c).

4. Mrk 363: This peculiar Sc type galaxy has been
classified by Geller & Huchra (1983) as belonging to a
group made up of seven galaxies, based on their prox-
imity in space and their radial velocities. A neutral hy-
drogen mapping by van Moorsel (1988) shows a central
concentration of HI. Radio emission extended over the
galaxy has been observed by Wrobel & Heeschen (1988).

An inspection of the contours in the B and the I band
(Fig. 1d) reveals that the morphologies are quite different
in the two spectral windows. The blue continuum has an
extended structure in the central region with no well de-
fined nucleus while the I band image shows a well defined
nucleus in the central region. The contours appear highly
disturbed and asymmetric in both the bands, though they
are more so in the B band. The contours in the B band are
stretched out in the north more than those in the I band
suggesting the presence of dust in the region at ≈ 9′′ from
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Fig. 2. a,b) Radial variation of surface brightness, ellipticity (e) and position angle (PA) in B, V , R, I from left to right
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Table 3. Total magnitudes and colour indices uncorrected for galactic absorption and inclination effects. The last column de-
scribes the locations of the starburst, where nuc: nuclear, comp: companion galaxy

Mrk BT VT RT IT mB mB −mV mV −mR mR −mI starburst
this work RC3 this work RC3

14 14.67 14.9 14.11 14.49 13.54 13.09 14.74 0.52 0.51 0.47 nuc
87 13.87 13.8 12.77 12.85 12.04 11.49 14.12 0.84 0.67 0.71 nuc+ring
213 13.18 13.10 12.68 12.50 12.06 11.44 13.39 0.60 0.54 0.59 nuc+bar end
363 14.31 14.28 13.76 13.72 13.20 12.81 14.34 0.52 0.56 0.32 global
449 13.45 13.50 12.87 12.85 12.39 11.69 13.69 0.66 0.53 0.63 nuc
743 13.19 - 13.04 - 12.67 12.06 13.57 0.36 0.47 0.63 one nucleus
781 13.07 13.19 12.42 - 11.92 11.44 13.40 0.64 0.53 0.59 nuc+spiral arms
1002 13.60 - 13.05 - 12.47 12.09 13.72 0.57 0.55 0.60 clumpy nuc
1308 14.04 - 13.45 - 12.99 12.39 14.24 0.50 0.47 0.52 nuc
1379 13.29 13.00 12.59 12.34 12.04 11.31 13.43 0.63 0.58 0.77 nuc+bar end+comp

the nuclear region. The (B−I) map clearly shows a highly
reddened region coinciding with this feature. This region
has a mean (B − V ) of 0.7 while the nuclear region has
a mean value of 0.3. The I band image shows a pointed
structure starting from the nuclear region and extending
up to 4′′ along the SE direction. There is another pointy
structure starting at 6′′ and extending up to 12′′ along the
southern direction. The ellipticity in the central and the
outer regions is 0.2 as is seen from Fig. 2d. Close to the
nucleus, the ellipticity profile shows a small kink. It rises
to a value of 0.4 at 9.5′′ - the region where the contours
start becoming pointy again. Subtracting the smoothed
image from the direct images revealed complex fine struc-

ture. A bright and stellar nucleus, with spiral arms lying
along the north-south direction and extending right into
it are seen in Fig. 1d. As this galaxy belongs to a group of
seven galaxies, tidal interactions with the other galaxies
of the group are a likely cause of the enhancement in star
formation activity in this galaxy.

5. Mrk 449: This is the most inclined galaxy in our sam-
ple. We derive an inclination of 75◦ for this galaxy. The
contour maps show the presence of a highly reddened re-
gion lying to the east of the central nucleus. This feature
gets weaker towards longer wavelengths. Correspondingly,
the colour map also shows a reddened vertical band in this
region (refer Fig. 1e). We interpret this as a dust lane. This
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Fig. 3. Radial distribution in the colour indices for the galaxies
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Fig. 3. continued
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Fig. 3. continued

dust lane lies neither along the major axis of the galaxy,
nor along its minor axis, but is at an intermediate angle.
Hawarden et al. (1981) observed such “skew” dust lanes in
a small fraction of early type galaxies. They suggest that
the properties of the galaxies with such “skew” dust lanes
are best attributed to the accretion of cool material at a
fairly recent epoch. The signature of this is also seen in
the surface brightness profiles as a dip at 10′′ most promi-
nent in B and weakest in I (Fig. 2e), and as a reddened
region in the colour plots in Fig. 3. A cut across the dust
lane taken at a position angle 97◦ is presented in Fig. 5,
which clearly shows the extent and the reddening due to
the dust lane in (B−R). (B−R) changes from 0.8 in the
nuclear region to 1.5 at the location of the dust lane. The
position angle remains constant throughout except for a
small dip in the central region. The very high inclination
of this system makes it difficult to interpret the results
of the ellipse fitting uniquely. The residual image shows
complex fine structure. Excess of luminosity is present in
the nucleus as well as in the region to the east of the dust
lane.
6. Mrk 743: is classified as a peculiar E0 galaxy in the
Markarian catalog. It forms a part of the sample of galax-
ies with double nuclei studied by Mazzarella & Boroson
(1993). An inspection of the contour plots in the four
bands reveals the presence of two nuclei surrounded by
a common envelope. The envelope is asymmetric in the
outer regions. Both the nuclei have comparable fluxes in

the V band. As we go towards longer wavelengths, the
western nucleus starts getting brighter, while the east-
ern component becomes dominant at shorter wavelengths
(Fig. 1f). Mrk 743 is one of the few HI sources among early
type galaxies in which the HI distribution shows a central
concentration, rather than the usual depression (Burstein
et al. 1987). The HI distribution is in the form of a disk
nearly as large as the galaxian diameter (van Driel & van
Woerden 1991). Wrobel & Heeschen (1991) detect unre-
solved radio emission at 6cm from this object. We fitted
ellipses to this galaxy keeping the center coordinates fixed
at a point between the two nuclei. This was maintained for
all the filter bands. Ellipses were fit only in the common
envelope region. The surface brightness profile is shown in
Fig. 6. The colour plots in Fig. 3 show a sharp change in
the inner 10′′. Since Mrk 743 shows such a peculiar mor-
phology, one cannot comment on the nature of the under-
lying galaxy from the results of the ellipse fitting process.
However, the presence of two nuclei with star formation
enhanced in only one and the presence of an asymmetric
outer envelope all indicate that this is a merger in progress.

7. Mrk 781: This is is a barred galaxy with a floccu-
lent spiral structure. No conspicuous difference is seen
in the structure between the B and I wave bands in
Fig. 1g. We detect a blue ring surrounding the nuclear
region in the colour images. Besides the ring and the blue
spiral arms, the rest of the galaxy has (B − V ) between
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Fig. 4. The B4 coefficient as a function of the semi-major axis
for Mrk 14

0.8−0.9. The extent of the bar is estimated from the peak
in the ellipticity profiles in Fig. 2g to be 30′′. However,
there is a systematic shift in the peak ellipticity from B to
I with the peak in B having the largest ellipticity. This is
due to the star forming regions at the end of the bar which
contribute at shorter wavelengths. Resonances created by
the bar are possibly responsible for the star forming ring
in the central region. The diameter of the ring is found to
be 3′′. Faint signatures of the ring are also seen in the el-
lipticity and the colour profiles. However, since the seeing
was ∼ 1.5′′, imaging at a higher resolution is required to
study the details of the ring.
8. Mrk 1002: This galaxy is classified as S0 by Mazzarella
& Balzano (1986) and as E1 by the Markarian catalog. The
central contours, as seen in Fig. 1h, appear elliptical. An
inspection of the direct images reveals that at about 6′′,
the contours start deviating from ellipses and seem to give
a faint indication of spiral arms. Beyond 12′′, they regain
their elliptical nature. The position angle jumps abruptly
between 3′′ and 10′′. This is accompanied by a sudden
sharp increase in ellipticity from less than 0.1 in the central
region to 0.3 at 10′′ (Fig. 2h). This jump can be attributed
to the spiral arm like features. Between 5′′ and 10′′ there
is a twisting of isophotes, accompanied by boxiness of the
isophotes in this region, as seen from the negative val-
ues of the B4 coefficient in Fig. 7. We detect a S-shaped
blue structure crossing the nucleus in the color maps. The
residual maps also show this structure partly. The excess
luminosity in this structure shows a one-to-one correspon-
dence with the blue areas in the colour map. The colour
maps and the structural features imply star formation in
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Fig. 5. Variation in (B − R) along a cut through the nucleus
and the dust lane in Mrk 449 at a position angle of 97◦

certain regions of this galaxy. Pogge & Eskridge (1993)
have reported Hα emission in the nuclear as well as clumps
of emission in the circumnuclear region in this galaxy. The
rudimentary spiral pattern, the isophotal twists and the
boxiness all suggest that this is a possible case of a merger
wherein a gaseous disk was captured by this galaxy at
some point. A similar spiral feature is found in the early
type galaxy of the interacting pair AM 0327− 285 by de
Mello et al. (1995) which they explain as arising due to
the capture of a gaseous disk by the early type galaxy.
However, because of the complex nature of the structure,
a definitive answer can only be given with additional kine-
matical information on this galaxy.
9. Mrk 1308: This is a small nearby galaxy of S0 type
extending about half an arcminute. It has a small lin-
ear companion located at 30′′ towards the west, which
has been confirmed to be a physical neighbour by 6 m
telescope spectroscopy (Doublier et al. 1997). The con-
tours in the B and I filter bands appear smooth (see Fig.
1j). However, we detect a very strong systematic twist-
ing of isophotes in this galaxy (Fig. 2h). Though the el-
lipticity shows a small variation of less than 0.1 beyond
the inner 3′′ there is a continuous variation in the po-
sition angle. Within the inner 10′′, the position angle
changes by nearly 180◦. Mrk 1308 exhibits strong isopho-
tal twisting overall and non-concentric isophotes in the
outer regions. The B4 coefficient oscillates around zero
and shows no clear trends. Besides the blue nuclear re-
gion, there are no other features detectable in the colour
maps. The (B − V ) colour for Mrk 1308 is 0.05 in the
central regions and gets redder outwards, reaching a value
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of 0.7 near the periphery. The companion is a red object
having a mean (B−V ) of 0.9. The star formation activity
is confined to the nuclear region. Radio imaging at 6 cm.
(Neff & Hutchings 1992) shows that the emission is in the
form of a ring-like structure of diameter ≈ 3′′. The resid-
ual image obtained after subtracting a smoothed image
constructed using the isophotal analysis, reveals a bright
nucleus and another blob to its north. The tidal interac-
tions induced by the close companion could be responsible
for the non-axisymmetric perturbations seen in the cen-
tral part of Mrk 1308. The gas inflow to the nucleus and
hence the star formation in the nucleus could arise as a
result of these perturbations. These interactions seem to
be the source of the starburst phenomenon in this galaxy.

10. Mrk 1379: is a VV object (Vorontsov-Velyaminov
1977), with nests of interacting objects. The irregular
galaxy lying toward the eastern edge of Mrk 1379 was
first masked out to prevent the results of ellipse fitting
to be influenced by its luminosity. The position angle in-
creases from 60◦ to 75◦ between 5′′ and 8′′ accompanied
by a kink in the ellipticity profile between these points. We
detect two peaks in the ellipticity profiles, the ellipticities
of which are wavelength dependent. The first one corre-
sponds to the blue structure lying at 13′′ to the west of the
nucleus. Also, the local minima at 19′′ between the two
maxima becomes more prominent at longer wavelengths.
There is no appreciable variation in the position angle in
these two regions. However, the surface brightness profiles
have a small kink at this position in all the filters, the most
prominent being in the B band. In the inner 10′′ the blue

Fig. 7. The B4 coefficient as a function of the semi-major axis
for Mrk 1002

isophotes are rounder. Between 10′′ and 15′′ the ellipticity
profiles do not show any wavelength dependence. Beyond
15′′ the trend reverses and the I band profiles are rounder.
Beyond 30′′ the contribution to the blue light is predom-
inantly from the spiral arms while the light distribution
at longer wavelengths is smoother and in the form of a
common envelope, which accounts for the wavelength de-
pendent behaviour of the ellipticity profiles in this region.
The (B − I) image shows nuclear as well as extra nuclear
star formation. Knots of star formation are seen in the
nuclear region as well as along the western periphery of
the galaxy at the point where the spiral arms start. In
addition to this, global star formation is detected in both
the companions lying to the east. The residual maps in
the B and the I band appear different. Enhancements are
seen in the nuclear region, in the blue knot to the west and
along a curved spiral arm which appears to start from the
nucleus. However, on inspection of the fine structure in
the I band, we clearly detect a short bar in the central
region. We also detect spiral arms with two bright blobs
connected to this inner linear structure.

6. Decomposition parameters

The decomposition of a galaxy profile into a bulge and
a disk component requires the profile to be fitted by the
sum of two empirical laws. The presence of structures like
bars, dust lanes, lenses and rings render such a straight-
forward two component fit very difficult. The luminosity
profiles of the program galaxies are complex in nature.
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Fig. 8. a,b,c,d,e,f ) Exponential fit to the R bandpass luminosity profiles
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Fig. 8. g,h,i,j) continued

The burst of star formation in the nuclear region mani-
fests itself as a sharp rise in intensity in this region. The
burst luminosity completely dominates the light output
in this region particularly and the estimation of a bulge
component becomes very difficult. Hence we character-
ize the light distribution by parameters like the half-light
radius, the central disk surface brightness and the disk
scale lengths.

6.1. Scale lengths and central disk surface brightness

In the Markarian starburst galaxies, the luminosity pro-
files are complex in nature. In the inner region, the profile
falls steeply up to about 10′′ where the light is completely

dominated by the burst component. The outer parts of
the luminosity profile in most cases can be well described
by an exponential scaling law viz.

µ(r) = µ0 + 1.086
( r
h

)
.

The outer exponential nature is also seen in case of dwarf
ellipticals dwarf irregulars and HII galaxies (Telles 1995).
This outer part is likely to represent the old underlying
population of the parent galaxy. Structural properties like
scale lengths and central disk surface brightnesses can be
derived from these profiles. We fit a exponential law to
the outer part of the profile down to where the signal falls
to 3σ of the background noise level. Figure 8 depicts the
fits to the outer regions. Good fits to the observed profiles
are obtained for the galaxies Mrk 14, Mrk 743, Mrk 1002,
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the scale lengths in B (hb) and R in (hr).
The points are the derived values and the solid line is the locus
of hb = hr

Mrk 1308 and Mrk 1379. In case of Mrk 449, the luminos-
ity profile shows a sharp dip due to the presence of the
dust lane and hence the fitted values are higher than the
observed values for surface brightness in this region. We
have deliberately included a part of the bar into the range
of fit for Mrk 213, Mrk 781 and Mrk 1379 since we found
that excluding the bar region tends to overestimate the
intensity in the inner regions of the galaxies. The results
of exponential fits to each filter are tabulated in Table 4.
A plot of the scale length in B versus the scale length in R
(Fig. 9) indicates that the blue scale lengths are compara-
ble to the red scale lengths in all the cases except for Mrk
87. The exponential law fails to fit very well in the outer
regions for Mrk 87 and the departures seen could be a
result of this improper fit. The total magnitudes BT, VT,
RT and IT were derived by extrapolating the fitted disk
to infinity and summing over the flux.

6.2. Half-light radius

The growth curve in each filter band was used to deter-
mine the half-light radius, ae namely the radius within
which half of the total light of the galaxy is contained.

mhl = mT + 0.7525.

The values for the total magnitudes were taken from
Table 3. to compute the half-light radii. The half-light
radii derived for the sample galaxies in each of the filter

0 2 4 6
0

2

4

6

Fig. 10. Comparison of the half-light radius in B (aeb) and in R
(aer). The points denote the derived values and the solid line
is the locus of aeb = aer

Fig. 11. Plots of the blue central disk surface brightness versus
the blue scale length. For comparison with the values obtained
by de Jong, the scale lengths have been transformed appropri-
ately
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Table 4. Distribution of half-light radii (ae), scale lengths (h) and the central disk surface brightnesses (µo). The subscripts b, v,
r, i denote the filters for which the values are presented. The half-light radii and scale lengths are in kpc, the surface brightness
in mag/sq arcsec and the range of fit in arcsec. The first row gives the derived values and the second row gives the errors on
the corresponding quantities

Galaxy aeb aev aer aei hb hv hr hi µob µov µor µoi range of fit

14 0.99 1.34 1.47 1.47 1.13 1.37 1.29 1.27 20.76 20.39 19.68 19.10 7−21
0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.07

87 2.8 2.4 2.1 2.5 7.66 5.89 4.87 4.10 21.92 21.04 20.22 19.39 14−31
1.23 1.22 0.42 0.22 0.07 0.14 0.07 0.05

213 3.38 2.75 2.28 3.03 2.77 2.75 2.60 2.74 20.09 19.61 19.01 18.54 13−42
0.46 0.35 0.42 0.32 0.19 0.15 0.19 0.15

363 1.55 1.59 1.63 1.84 0.76 0.82 0.78 1.02 18.72 18.55 17.82 18.27 14−21
0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.26 0.10 0.23 0.19

449 1.33 1.33 1.21 1.46 0.71 0.73 0.69 0.66 19.18 18.49 17.89 17.19 14−40
0.032 0.025 0.019 0.023 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.07

743 0.35 0.49 0.40 0.54 0.74 0.45 0.48 0.57 21.10 20.02 19.60 19.25 7−21
0.024 0.007 0.006 0.011 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.03

781 5.30 6.00 5.83 5.85 3.14 3.07 2.96 2.47 21.44 20.71 20.11 19.32 10−40
0.54 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03

1002 2.28 2.28 2.51 2.51 1.79 1.78 1.85 1.79 20.06 19.39 18.86 18.38 7−22
0.045 0.137 0.098 0.090 0.16 0.11 0.10 0.11

1308 0.38 0.53 0.56 0.65 0.36 0.39 0.40 0.43 20.02 19.44 18.95 18.45 7−21
0.008 0.005 0.012 0.011 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03

1379 2.32 2.63 2.39 2.83 1.94 1.81 1.72 1.66 20.17 19.37 18.72 17.96 11−35
0.074 0.054 0.056 0.047 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04

bands are presented in Table 4. Figure 10 shows the plot
of the half light radius in B versus the half-light radius
in R. The plot does not show any clear trends, however
there are indications of aeb being smaller than aer in most
cases. This suggests that the blue light is more centrally
concentrated then the red light in most of these objects
within the surface brightness limits reached by our data.
This is to be expected in case of starburst galaxies as the
starburst activity is nuclear or circumnuclear in most of
the galaxies.

7. Comparison with other samples

The derived parameters viz. the scale lengths and the cen-
tral disk surface brightnesses were computed with those
derived by de Jong (1996) for normal spiral galaxies. The
plot of the blue scale length versus the corrected central
disk brightness (Fig. 11) shows that the Markarian star-
burst galaxies in our sample have scale lengths less than
about 2 kpc in the B band. These are shorter compared
to those derived for normal spirals by de Jong using a
bulge-disk decomposition. The central disk surface bright-
ness is also brighter than that observed in normal spi-
rals by other workers. Bothun et al. (1989) report a mean
value of 2 kpc for the scale lengths derived using “marking
the disk” based on the study of the Wasilewski sample of
emission-line galaxies in the Gunn R band. They also find
the mean central surface brightness of exponential disks
to be about 1.5 mag brighter than that for normal spirals

in Gunn R. However, Courteau (1996) cautions against
the comparison of scale lengths derived by different work-
ers due to the subjective nature of the measurements. He
argues that “marking the disk” approach would lead to
smaller scale lengths over the bulge-disk decomposition
fits. In the (B/D) decompositions, the inclusion of a bulge
reduces the amount of light contributed by the inner disk
and thus leads to a shallower slope for the disk profiles.
Knapen & van der Kruit (1991) find discrepancies up to
a factor of two in the scale lengths measured by various
workers.

8. Properties of the burst region

Huchra (1977) was the first to propose that the starburst
galaxy can be thought of as made up of stellar popu-
lations of two ages: the underlying galaxy which is the
old galaxy, superimposed on which is the young burst
component. To estimate the burst component, the con-
tribution of the underlying galaxy has to be subtracted.
This is not an easy task. Aperture photometry of the
region in which the young population is present gives
the total intensity in that region. The contribution of
the galaxy can be subtracted by estimating the galaxy
from an annular region around the burst region. However,
this approach suffers from a major drawback. The galaxy
contribution estimated by this method gives the underly-
ing galaxy value outside the region and not at the position
of the burst. Such an approach would underestimate the
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Table 5. Colours of the burst component

Galaxy B − V V −R R− I
Mrk 14 0.33 0.36 0.32
Mrk 87 0.54 0.63 0.55
Mrk 213 0.63 0.63 0.42
Mrk 363 - - -
Mrk 449 0.09 0.16 0.111
Mrk 743 0.38 0.32 0.22
Mrk 781 0.67 0.48 0.38
Mrk 1002 0.37 0.50 0.04
Mrk 1308 −0.04 0.29 0.14
Mrk 1379 0.36 0.47 -

galaxy contribution especially when the underlying galaxy
luminosity profile is an exponential disk as described in
the previous section. This would lead to erroneous values
for the colour of the burst. To overcome this difficulty,
we use the disk component estimated in the last section
to derive the burst values. The exponential disk is ex-
trapolated right up to the central regions. We construct a
disk model of the galaxy. This is then subtracted from the
galaxy. The residual intensity in the central region gives us
the contribution of the burst component. This approach is
used only for the central region in each galaxy since non-
axisymmetric structures like bars can contribute to the
residual in the outer regions. The burst colours derived
after subtracting the disk component as described above
are presented in Table 5. Mrk 363 shows globally enhanced
star formation. This makes it impossible to separate the
young and the old stellar components in this galaxy and
hence estimate the burst colours from the results of the
disk fitting.

9. Conclusions

The starburst activity is seen to be hosted by galaxies
of nearly all morphological types. In case of elliptical or
S0 galaxies in the sample, strong isophotal twisting has
been detected, accompanied by boxiness in certain cases.
Mrk 1002, Mrk 14 and Mrk 1308 all show strong isopho-
tal twists. In addition, boxiness is detected in Mrk 1002
and Mrk 14. Fine structure like rudimentary spiral struc-
ture is observed in Mrk 1002. Nuclear bars have been de-
tected in Mrk 213 and Mrk 1379. Tidal interactions, merg-
ers or accretion of material are the most likely triggers for
the starburst phenomena observed in S0s and elliptical like
galaxies in the sample. The spirals in the sample show the
presence of a bar responsible for fueling the starburst or
the presence of a bar-like structure in the central nuclear
region as in the case of Mrk 213.
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